
JOIN THE TEAM

WILD TRAINING AFFILIATE
PROGRAMME



The Wild Affiliate programme is about bringing
together passionate trainers and giving them a
platform to work from in a collaborative way, to
achieve more as a group than any individual
could. 

 

WILD TRAINING FOUNDER - JAMES GRIFFITHS

MISSION
STATEMENT



Wild Training launched in 2010 and since then has established itself as one of the most exciting brands in
the fitness industry, with a unique approach to fun, effective, exciting training for everyone.

WHO ARE WE?

Our success has not come from just having some good workouts. It has come from having the best
trainers delivering those workouts, in a way that is absolutely iconic to the Wild Training brand.

The Wild Training team is made up of incredible trainers that
have developed their skills and businesses using the Wild
Training systems.

Those trainers became Wild Training by using the Wild EVO
trainer resources that we started creating since day one to
bridge the gap between what trainers learn when they
qualify, and the practical knowledge and skills they really
need to be successful.

BE A PART OF THE WILD TRAINING BRAND



THE AFFILIATE PROGRAMME
There are two levels to our affiliate programme. Wild EVO Trainer is
optional and is for those who are looking to take their business to
the next level.

 1: AFFILIATE

Being an affiliate gives you the ability to build a passive income. This
level has no cost to you. 

You will be provided with links to help sell our products. Giving you
20% of all purchases you refer to Wild Online Workouts. (20% from
the lifetime subscription).

You gain free access to Wild X app - this is our entire on demand
workouts and plans which is constantly evolving. 



THE AFFILIATE PROGRAMME

2: WILD EVO TRAINER

Become a Wild Training licensed instructor by signing up to Wild
EVO, our fitness professional business resource. Go beyond standard
CPD training and stand out from the crowd. 

Education, Training concepts, business strategy including online
service structure, marketing and media skills.  

Certify in Wild Training Systems to be able to run Wild Live online
classes and earn money delivering these classes as a part of your
own business. This requires trainers to pass online and video
assessments. 

Grow a passive income faster by earning 40% of all purchases you
refer to Wild Online Workouts website. (40% from the lifetime
subscription).



WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO
BECOME AN AFFILIATE?
Our affiliate programme is for those who we think will be great
ambassadors for the Wild Training brand. They will have a passion
for training and want to share the joy of exercise with everyone
whilst building a successful business of their own. 

AFFILIATE

CO-FILMING 
Trainers commit to 1 Wild Online Workout video per year. This will be a
workout used as an extension to our online training resources.
Whether it's for Wild X or for other marketing purposes.

SOCIAL MEDIA 
Trainers will be provided with one social media post from us per
month. This will be designed to be posted to their social media
platforms, tagging @Wildtraining and using the hashtags provided.



WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO
BECOME AN AFFILIATE?

WILD EVO TRAINER

SOCIAL MEDIA 
Trainers will be provided with one social media post from us per
month. This will be designed to be posted to their social media
platforms, tagging @Wildtraining and using the hashtags provided.

CO-FILMING
Trainers commit to 1 Wild Online Workout video per year. This will be a
workout used as an extension to our online training resources.
Whether it's for Wild X or for other marketing purposes.

COSTINGS
£82.50 per month 
6 month minimum sign up.



WHAT IS
WILD X

The Wild X app is home to all our on demand training workouts and plans. The database is forever expanding
with new content from all of our trainers and industry professionals such as our Mindset section written by
Adie Shariff - a performance psychologist with 25+ years experience. 

Not exclusive to just workouts - Wild X covers all aspects of health and mental wellbeing with programmes
such as 'Work From Home' giving those who work from home practical advice on maximising their energy
and focus. Breathing and meditation guides, to nutrition support and weight loss plans.  

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE ONLINE WORKOUTS RESOURCE
FOR USERS AND EDUCATION PLATFORM FOR TRAINERS 



Wild Training not only pioneer the way in the most effective and
fun styles of exercise, we have a history in designing and making
equipment. Our popular Urban Strength Bar designed by James
Griffiths was inspired by the idea of leverage based training. 

We are now on the V3.0 - the strongest & lightest model so far
weighing in under 2kg. 

Urban Strength Training is hugely popular with clients and is
globally distributed across various platforms and suppliers. 

By starting out as an affiliate of Wild Training here is a half price
code for your Urban Strength Bar. Full programming is available
on the Wild X App. Please head to Wild Online Workouts to
purchase your half price bar. Code will be allocated once
application has been approved. 

URBAN STRENGTH



"Wild Evo was a hugely useful resource for me when I started my
career as a PT. For me the most useful tool was having quick and
easy access to some of the best and most versatile
programming I had come across. 

Constant support from the Wild Evo team meant that any
questions I had were quickly cleared up and all the knowledge I
had acquired could be put into practice.

Taking the jump to becoming a PT was an extremely scary move
for myself and I honestly do think that Wild Evo is the main
reason I was able to make my dream career work from the get
go."

WILD TRAINER - KURT HICKS 

WILD EVO REVIEWS 



WHO WE WORK
WITH


